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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
What are some of the factors related to the effect
iveness and happiness of teachers in Park County, Montana?
This question has not received as much study in the past as
it probably should have received.

Comments which have been

made upon the subject of teacher relationships have been
limited to personal opinions and observations made by in
dividuals in the educational field.

The purpose of this

study was to consider more fully the factors related to the
effectiveness and happiness of teachers than has been the
case in the past.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The factors believed by

teachers to be related to their effectiveness and happiness
on the job seem to intangible in nature.

The problem in

this study is to seek a clearer meaning of these factors and
to define these factors for the teachers of Park County,
The instruments, techniques, and procedures developed by this
study might be of value to future studies in other counties.
II.

IMPORTANCE OF STUDY

The importance of this study seems to be related
directly to the importance of public education.
—

If the

1—
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children of the public schools are to receive the best in
education, one of the major objectives of education, itself,
would be to have effective and happy teachers I
In order to find factors believed by teachers to be
pertinent to their effectiveness and happiness, it would be
necessary to have some plan by which to help them find such
factors.

Administrators, principals, supervisors, and

teachers might then put such information to use in furthering
the services rendered to the children in the schools.
III.
Technique.

THE METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The first step in making the interview

sheet was to interview approximately fifty teachers on the
campus of Montana State University during the Summer Quarter
of 1952.
1.

These two questions were asked:
What factor or factors, in your experience as a

teacher, do you feel either helped or hindered you in giving
the best services to children?
2,

What person or persons, in your experience as a

teacher, do you feel either helped or hindered you in giving
the best services to children?
The second step was to tabulate the results from this
interview.

From the tabulations, it was noticed that the

responses received seemed to fall into definite categories.
In the third step, a new interview check list was
developed in which these categories were used.

Another one

hundred fifty teachers were interviewed with the improved
instrument, and these results were then tabulated.
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-3From these results, a refined third instrument was
developed in which the following categories were established.
1.

In your experience as a teacher, what factor(s) do

you believe contributed most help to you in giving the best
service in teaching?
2.

In your experience as a teacher, what factor(s) do

you believe hindered most your efforts in teaching?
3.

In your experience as a teacher, what person(s) do

you believe contributed most to help you provide the best
services?
4.

In your experience as a teacher, what person(s) do

you believe contributed most to prevent your giving the best
services?
5.

What factor(s) do you feel contributed most toward

making your job a happy job?
6.

What factor(s) made you feel unhappy?

7.

What desirable characteristics did you find in the

administrators you have had?
Ô.

What undesirable characteristics did you find in the

administrators you have had?
\
Under each of these categories, a check-list was
developed to make the instrument easier to handle.

This

was the instrument that was mailed to all teachers who
taught in Park County during the 1952-53 school year.

One

hundred twenty one interview sheets were mailed and seventy
three interview sheets were returned, for a return of sixty
three and one third per cent.
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Park County extends from Gardiner, Montana on the
southern border of the state, located at the North Entrance
to Yellowstone National Park, to approximately four miles
north of Wilsall, Montana.

The county is about seventy-two

miles in length— north and south— and about thirty-eight
miles wide— east and west.

The total area is 2,627 square

miles,
Livingston, the only urban center, has a population
of 7,683 people.

The balance, chiefly rural, is 4,316 for

a total county population of 11,999 people.
Park County High School, located in Livingston, has
an average enrollment of four hundred students and employs
twenty-five teachers.

There are four elementary schools in

Livingston with a total enrollment of six hundred twenty
students, and one Junior High School with an enrollment of
two hundred fifty students.
In the so-called rural areas of the county, there are
high schools located at the small towns of Wilsall, Clyde
Park, and Gardiner.

These high schools average four teachers

apiece.
There are twenty-two one-room rural elementary schools
and three two-room rural elementary schools operating within
the county.
The total school population of Park County, is approxi
mately 2,000 students.

The total high school and grade school

enrollment in 1950 was 1,904.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Administrator.

The administrator, as used in this

study, is that person who manages or directs the affairs of
education within his school system whether or not he may
play the role of superintendent, principal, or supervisor.
Principal.

This term shall be defined as above with

the exception that the principal shall not act in the sole
capacity as administrator when within the same school build
ing there is provided a separate individual to act as admin
istrator or superintendent.
V.

ASSUMPTIONS

The assumption was made that there are certain
■¥

factors believed by teachers to be related to their effect
iveness and happiness on the job.
are valid is also assumed.

That some of these beliefs

Having assumed such propositions,

this study was conducted to find out what these factors
might be.
VI.

DELIMITATIONS

Delimitations of the study.

The intention of this

study was to handle only those factors believed by interested
teachers to be related to their effectiveness and happiness
on the job in Park County, Montana*
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Little has been written about public school personnel.
However, a brief summary of the available related literature
will be given.
Rice,^ in a report of teacher morale in Hawaii and Los
Angeles, stated that, "The year 1953 may be recorded in edu
cation’s history as the beginning of a new era of understand
ing in teacher

p e r s o n n e l .

The author of the study of

teacher morale in Hawaii and Los Angeles seemed to be of the
opinion that further surveys in this field would be unlimited.
McClusky,^ in a lecture sponsored by Omicron Chapter
of Phi Delta Kappa and The Teachers College of Nebraska,
made this statement with regards to the teacher and the small
community, "It is important to appraise the stake which people
have in the life of the community.

To what extent are em

ployed persons satisfied with their work?"^

McClusky’s con

cluding statements seem to uphold the necessity for under
standing what factors are believed by teachers to be related

H.
R. Rice, "Teacher’s Speak Freely in Opinion
Survey," The Nations Schools. Volume 51, No. 5. May 1953
pp. 49-51.
^Ibid.. p.49.
% . Y. McClusky, "The Teacher and The Small Community,"
The Small School and It’s Community. Lincoln: The University
of Nebraska Press, 194#, pp. 62.
^Ibid.. p. 19.
-

6-
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-7to their effectiveness and happiness on the job.

McClusky

says, "When we grasp a vision of the function of education,
the opportunity for a teacher to make a distinguished contri
bution to education and enjoy a significant life equals or
surpasses that of any other profession in presumably more
advantageous circumstances."^
More has been written about personnel relations in
the industrial enterprises of man and professions outside
of teaching, but many of the principles and techniques used
to gather information in fields outside of education could
also be applied to education.

Lincoln,^ in his discussion

of the m o d e m age in industry, places much emphasis upon
progress in efficiency.

He feels certain that we must study

the factors that affect the happiness of individuals.
Progress in understanding the factors that teachers believe
to be related to their happiness is just as important as
the understanding of factors that other professional people
believe to be related to their happiness.

Lincoln expresses

this well, when he says, "New progress means new methods.
Therefore, we should be as prone to accept new concepts of
7
men as we are new concepts in science."'
Of the professions studied, industry has shown the
greatest strides towards studying the employee's interests

^Ibid., p.
^J. F. Lincoln, Incentive Management.
Lincoln Electric Company, l95l. p. 280,

Cleveland:

?Ibid., p. 236.
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-âand morale.

Perhaps the numerous investigations conducted by-

management in big industry have motives connected directly
with more production or lower costs, but they do bear out
the idea that production is directly related to the personal
happiness of the workers while on the job.

Yoder

certainly

expresses this feeling in his writings about industrial rela
tions when he says:
Numerous investigations have established the certainty
that productive efficiency fluctuates with variations in
interest and morale, that employees do more work and do
it better when they are enthusiastic about their jobs and
that, conversely, they do less and their output shows
poorer quality when interest lags and morale is low.?
Lewis^^ states the principle of personnel supervision
by saying, "There are several fundamental principles that
must be borne in mind in the study of the teacher as an
"I"I
individual."
He goes on to state, "Environment— working
conditions, supervision, personal and professional relations
with fellow teachers, opportunities for advancement and for
self expression— exercises a tremendous influence on personal
efficiency.
The older view point that the teacher and her job was
g
D. Yoder, Personnel Management and Industrial
Relations. New YorF* Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 1946.
p. S4Ô.
9Ibid.. p. 517
Staff.

E. Lewis, Personnel Problems of -the Teaching
New York: The Century Company, 1^26. p. §4#.

lllbid., p. 20,
l^ibid.. p. 23.
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-9stereotyped and rather inflexible appears to be moving out of
the picture.

The newer view point appears to be that the

teacher and her job is flexible and therefore requires super
vision of such nature as to make every teacher an effective
and happy person on the job.
In order to increase the services to be rendered by
teachers to students, Lewis again makes it clear that :
Interest has to do with one’s volitional life. We
must consider one’s wishes, ambitions, conscious and un
conscious motives, instinctive and impulsive tendencies
to act, the unconscious mind and emotional set or trend,
the vague yearnings and the restless and ill-defined
cravings which are so profound and yet so slightly
recognized as a part in human efficiency and happiness
of the individual.^
Another important aspect of the effectiveness and
happiness of teachers on the job may be related to the train
ing program itself and the professional status of the teaching
profession.
standards.

Other professions have established their own
In all probability, the effectiveness of teachers

on the job may have some relation to the burden they themselves
carry in attempting to raise their standards I
In summarizing the related literature, the need for
much more study is obvious.

The statement made by Rice at

the beginning of this chapter, with respect to a new threshold
in teacher personnel, seems to point out the probable future
advances in studies of this kind.

l^Ibid.. p. 23.
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CHAPTER III
THE INTERVIEW SHEET RESULTS
This chapter will be devoted to the presentation of
the results of the interview sheet.
1.

Factors believed to have contributed most help to

teachers in giving their best service in teaching.

The

check-list item receiving the greatest number of responses
to this inquiry was ^adequate equipment".

About half of the

people interviewed believed that adquate equipment contributed
most help to teachers in giving their best service in teaching.
The next factor, believed to have contributed most
help to teachers in giving their best service in teaching,
was "a school system encouraging good attitude and conduct
of students".
"Satisfactory salary arrangements" and "the feeling
of security in the job" were the next two items most often
named as factors which contributed most help to teachers in
giving their best service in teaching.
Two items of the check-list which received the same
number of responses were "the favorable classification of
students" and "a spirit of democracy throughout the school
system".
The three items, of the first category, receiving the
fewest number of responses were "being given work within
interest and ability", "satisfactory community relations", and
"a reasonable amount of work expected".
—

For a more concise

10—
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-11presentation of the results concerning the contributing
factors, see the right hand column of Figure 1 on page 15.
When the total number of responses were tabulated,
a difference was noted as to the number of responses re
ceived from males and females pertaining to specific check
list items.

Both male and female teachers responded heavily

to the check-list item "adequate equipment" as contributing
most help in giving their best service in teaching.

The

females, however, responded more often to the item "favorable
classification of students” while the males responded more
often to the items "a satisfactory salary arrangement" and
"a school system encouraging good attitude and conduct of
students".

Table I on page 12 shows the tabulated results

of the responses given by male and female teachers as factors
they believed to have contributed most help in giving their
best service in teaching.
A greater percentage of the males responded to the
item "feeling secure in their job" than did females.

Fewer

responses were given by both male and female teachers to
the check-list item "reasonable amount of work expected".
In summarization of the responses received to the
first category of the interview sheet, the item receiving
the greatest number of responses was "adequate equipment".
Approximately half of the teachers responded to this item.
The remaining nine items, of the proposed check-list, received
fewer responses.

The item "a reasonable amount of work

expected" received the fewest number of responses.
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TABLE I
RESPONSES TO FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST
HELP IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING

(25 male responses; 48 female responses)
Check-list item
Male Male % Female Female %
Equipment

11

44

Satisfactory salary arrangement

12

48

Reasonable amount of work
expected

4

16

Given work within interest
and ability

9

36

Satisfactory community relations

6

25

52

17

_35_

12

25

15

31

24

15

31

A school system encouraging good
attitude and conduct of
12
students

24

19

kd

A spirit of democracy throughout
the system

6

24

19

40

11

44

17

35

?

20

20

42

Feel secure in job
Favorable classification of
students

____

.

NOTE: This table should be read as follows: eleven
of the twenty-five males reported equipment as contributing
most help in giving the best service in teaching; this is
forty-four per cent of the males interviewed.
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2.

Factors believed to have hindered teachers most in

giving their best service in teaching.

The check-list item

receiving the greatest number of responses to this inquiry
was "inadequate equipment".

About forty-four per cent of the

teachers interviewed believed that inadequate equipment
hindered them most in giving their best service in teaching.
The item "unfavorable classification of students"
received slightly fewer responses than "inadequate equipment"
as factors believed to have hindered teachers most in giving
their best service in teaching.
"Good student attitudes and conduct not encouraged"
was the next itém most often responded to as a factor which
hindered teachers in giving their best service.
Three items of the check-list which received the same
number of responses were "an autocratic system", "given work
outside of interest and ability", and "unsatisfactory com
munity relations".

Approximately a third of all teachers

interviewed responded to these three factors.
The two items receiving the fewest number of responses
were the items "an unreasonable amount of work expected" and
"the feeling of insecurity in the job".

For a graphic pre

sentation of the responses received in relation to the above
mentioned category, see the left hand column of Figure 1 on
page 15.

Figure 1 shows the per cent of the total responses

received on categories one and two of the interview sheet.
This figure is a graphic presentation comparing factors
believed to have contributed most help to teachers in giving
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TABLE II
RESPONSES TO FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE HINDERED MOST
IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING

Check-list Item

Male

Male %

Fe
male

Fe
male %

16

64

16

33

Unsatisfactory salary
arrangement

6

24

16

33.

Unreasonable amount of
work exnected

6

24

15

.31

Given work outside interests
and abilities

6

24

16

33

Unsatisfactory community
relations

7

28

15

31

The school system not encourag
ing good attitude and conduct
of students

9

.36

16

33

An autocratic spirit through
out the system

9

36

15

31

Do not feel secure in job

3

12

14

29

7

28

21

44

Inadequate equipment

Unfavorable classification
of students

,

_
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Hindered

*■15**

Contributed

Per cent of total responses
-1 -

~r

-r

• ■!---- r -

..n —

1 ---- r.. "'f.. 1 ----

I43.7

49.8

inadequate equipment
34.2
good student attitudes and
conduct not em;ouraged

130,1
unsatisfactory' salaiy
23.2
feel insecure in jot»

41.5
unfavorable classification
of students
1 32.8
autocratic system

fso.i
work outside interest

30.1
unsatisfactojT community
relati ons
28.7
unreasonâbTe amount
of work

equipment

42.41
good student attitudes
and conduct encouraged
39. 6[
satisfactory salary

38.3
feel secure iii jot
34.2 I
favorable classification
of students
34. 21
democratic system
32.81
work within interest

28.7
satisfactory community
relati ons
_______2 1 . 4

reasonable amount of work

PIGUHE 1
COMPARISON OP PACTOBS HSLIHVPD TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST HEIP
IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING, AND PACTORS
BELIEVED TO HAVE HINDERED MOST IN GIVING THE
BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING
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their best service in teaching, and factors believed to have
hindered teachers most in giving theri best service in
teaching.
According to sex, the male teachers responded most
frequently to the check-list item "inadequate equipment”.
About half of the female teachers believed that the unfavor
able classification of students was a hinderance to them in
giving their best service in teaching,
A comparison may be made concerning the check-list
items "feeling secure in the job" and "feeling insecure in
the job".

According to the number of responses received, the

male teachers felt that security in their job contributed
help in their teaching, while insecurity in their job didn't
hinder them as much.
For a complete tabulation of responses received to the
question "What factor(s) do you believe hindered most in
giving the best service in teaching" see Table II on page 14.
3.

Persons believed to have contributed most help to

teachers in giving their best service in teaching.

About

three out of every four Park County teachers, who responded
to the interview sheet, believed that other teachers contri
buted most help to them in giving their best service in teaching.
Over half the teachers interviewed, believed that parents
also contributed help to teachers in giving their best service
in teaching.

In this study, only thirty-four percent of the

teachers believed that administrators contributed help.
There were very few responses to the item "state
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-17department” as contributors, as was also the case with the
item "members of the board of trustees”.

No responses were

received for the items "custodian” or "school bus driver”.
For the percentage of total responses received, see the
right hand column of Figure 2 on page 21.
Both male and female teachers responded the greatest
number of times to the item "other teachers” as contributing
most help to teachers in giving their best service in teaching.
The male teachers responded more often to the item "members
of the board of trustees” as contributors, while the female
teachers responded more often to the item "state department”.
The tabulated results are shown in Table III on page IB.
4.

Persons believed to have hindered teachers most in

giving their best service in teaching.

The administrators,

according to the number of responses received in this study,
seemed to be the persons who hindered teachers most in
giving their best service in teaching.

Over half the teachers

interviewed responded to the item "administrators” as the
persons believed to have hindered teachers most in giving
their best service in teaching.
and then other teachers.

Parents were next in line,

The three items receiving the

fewest number of responses were "members of the board of
trustees", "state department", and "the custodian".

No

responses were received for the item "school bus driver".
For the percentage of total responses received, see the left
hand column of Figure 2 on page 21.
More than half of the male teachers and about fifty
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TABLE III
RESPONSES TO PERSONS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBDTED MOST
HELP IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING

Check-list item

Male

Male %

Fe
male

Fe
male %

Administrators

5

20

20

h2

Other teachers

18

72

36

75

Custodian

0

0

0

0

School Buè Driver

0

0

0

0

State Department

1

\

h

8

Members of Board of Trustees

2

8

2

13

52

29

(

Parents
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per cent of the female teachers, who responded to the inter
view sheet, checked the item naming administrators as the
persons believed to have hindered teachers most in giving
the best service.

The check-list item receiving the second

greatest number of responses, by both male and female teachers,
was "parents".
"Other teachers" was the item that received the third
greatest number of responses by both male and female teachers;
however, there was an equal number of responses received from
male teachers designating the members of the boards of trustees
as hinderances.
The items receiving the fewest number of responses
were "the state department", "custodian", and no response at
all for the item naming the school bus driver.

For the tab

ulated results of the number of responses received for the
fourth category of the interview sheet see Table 17 on page 20.
For a comparative study of categories three and four of the
interview sheet see Figure 2 on page 21.
5.

Factors believed to have contributed most towards

making teaching a happy job.

The item receiving the greatest

number of responses to this inquiry was "feeling of belonging".
About sixty-three per cent of the teachers interviewed be
lieved that the factor that made teaching a happy job was
the feeling of belonging.
The next factor, believed to have contributed most to
wards happiness was "personal freedom —

in and out of school".

"Faculty cooperation" was considered a number of times by the
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TABLE IV
RESPONSES TO PERSONS BELIEVED TO HAVE HINDERED MOST
IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE TO TEACHING

Check-list Item

Male

Male %

Fe
male

Fe
male %

Administrators

15

60

2^

50

Other teachers

8

32

15

31

Custodian

1

If

2

if

School Bus Driver

0

0

0

0

State Department

5

20

7

Ih

Members of Board of Trustees

8

32

10

20

11

Vf

17

35

Parents
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Hindered

Contributed

Per cent of total responses

.. 1

n .. "1 --- T

■ r ... T--- 1----r31.5
other tëaoïiers
38.3
parents
53.4
admi ni strators

16.4
state department
24.6
members of boaixC of
trustees
4.1 [
custodian

(no response)
school bus driver

-T--- 1.—
73.9

other teachers
57.5
parents

34.2
administrators

6.8
state department

’ 5.5
members of board of
trustees
(no response)
custodian

(no response)
school bus driver

PIC3ÜRE 2

COMPARISON OP PERSONS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST HELP
IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING, AND PERSONS
BELIEVED TO HAVE HINDERED MOST IN GIVING THE
BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING
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teachers interviewed as a factor which contributed towards
happiness.
"Feeling of security" was the next item which received
frequent response.

For a clearer and more compact picture

of the percentage of responses received for category five of
the interview sheet se Figure 3 on page 26,
Table V on page 23 shows the tabular results of this
inquiry designating the number of male and female responses.
Both male and female teachers responded the greatest number
of times to the item "a feeling of belonging".

The fewest

number of responses received from male teachers was on the
item "remuneration in keeping with work".

The fewest number

of responses received from female teachers on the item
"community approval and appreciation".
The female teachers responded a greater number of times
to the item "personal freedom —

in and out of school"

whereas

the male teachers responded more readily to the item "faculty
cooperation" than "personal freedom".

The tabulated results

to the above inquiry are in Table V on page 23.
6.

Factors believed to have contributed most towards

making teaching an unhappy job.

From the responses received,

it appears that the lack of discipline contributed most towards
making teaching unhappy.
The item "not backed by the school" received slightly
fewer responses than "lack of discipline" as factors believed
to contribute most towards unhappiness.
"Living conditions", "lack of space and materials", and
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TABLE V
RESPONSES TO FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBÜTBD MOST
TOWARDS MAKING TEACHING A HAPPY JOB

Cbeck-list item

A feeling of belonging

Male

Male ^

Fe- fe
male male %

20

80

26

54

School operated democratically

h

16

15

31

Recognition for work done

8

32

13

27

Personal freedom— in and out
of school

8

32

25

52

Respect and cooperation of
students

8

32

12

25

Feeling of security

8

32

18

37

Remuneration in keeping with
work

3

12

12

25

Faculty cooperation

9

36

21

43

Community approval and
appreciation

6

2^

11

23

Helping students "grow"

6

24

16

33
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"low salary" were the next items most often responded to as
factors vdaich contributed to unhappiness.
Other factors receiving responses by teachers as con
tributors to unhappiness were "a caste system in school",
"efforts not appreciated", "community indifference", "the
grading and promotion policy", "the personal freedom of
teachers", "teaching assignments", "lack of faculty cooperation",
and "autocratic administration".
The male teachers responded equally to the items "lack
of discipline", "not backed by the school", "low salary", and
"efforts not appreciated".

The female teachers responded the

greatest number of times to the item "lack of discipline" and
then to "lack of space or materials".

The female teachers

responded equally to the items "living conditions" and "not
backed by the school".
The items receiving the fewest number of responses by
the male teachers were "autocratic administration" and "teach
ing assignments".

The items receiving the fewest number of

responses by the female teachers were "no personal freedom",
"efforts not appreciated", and "autocratic administration".
For the tabulated results of responses to factors believed to
have contributed most towards making teaching an unhappy job
see Table VI on page 25.

A comparison of categories five and

six may be seen in Figure 3 on page 26,
7,

Desirable characteristics believed by teachers to

be found in administrators they have had.
greatest number of times was "cooperative".

The item named the
About forty-eight
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RESPONSES TO FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST
TOWARDS MAKING TEACHING AN UNHAPPY JOB

Ctieck-list item
"Caste system" in school
Efforts not appreciated
Community indifference or
pressure
Low salary

Male

Male %

Fe- Fe
male male %

9

36

15

31

10

ho

12

25

5

20

17

35

10

ho

16

33

16

9

19

Autocratic administration
Lack of space or materials

7

28

19

39

Living conditions

9

36

18

37

Grading and promotion policy

5

20

15

31

10

^O

18

37

No personal freedom in or out
of school

7

28

12

25

Teaching assignments

3

12

16

33

Lack of faculty cooperation

6

2^

13

27

10

ho

21

^3

Not "backed" by the school

Lack of discipline
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Unhappiness

Happiness

Per cent of total responses
50

40

30

20

10

0

26.0
no personal freedom in or out of school
26.0
lack of faculty cooperation
fs o .i
efforts not appreciated
42.4
lack of discipline
17.8
autocratic administration

30.1
community indifference
35.6
low salary

10

20

30

40

50

45.s|
personal freeuom - in and
out of school
41.1
faculty cooperation
28.1
recognition for work done
27.4
respect and cooperation of
students
26.C
school operated democratic
ally
23.3
community approval and
appreciation
20.5
remuneration in keeping
with work done

PIGfUEE 3
COMPARISON OP FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST
TOWARDS MAKING TEACHING A HAPPY" JOB AND FACTORS
BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST IN MAKING
TEACHING AN UNHAPPY JOB
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-27per cent of the teachers who responded thought that the
most desirable characteristic found in administrators they
had had was the characteristic of being cooperative.

The

check-list item named the next greatest number of times
was "friendly".
As can be seen in Figure 4 on page 31i the remaining
check-list items received fewer responses than the two
mentioned above.

The responses taper off slightly from a

percentage of approximately forty-eight per cent responding
to "cooperative" down to approximately twenty-five per cent
responding to the item "sympathetic".
On Table VII, page 28, one may notice that the female
teachers responded the greatest number of times to the items
"cooperative" and "efficient".

On the same table, the men

show a greater number of responses to the item "friendly".
The items receiving the least number of responses by
female teachers were "good speaker", "appreciative", and
"sympathetic".

The items receiving the least number of re

sponses by male teachers were "democratic" and "good super
visor".
8.

Undesirable characteristics believed by teachers

to be found in administrators they have had.

The two check-list

items receiving the greatest number of responses to this inquiry
were "incapable" and "poor supervisor".

About half of the

teachers interviewed believed that the most undesirable
characteristics found in administrators they had had were the
characteristics "incapable" and "poor supervisors".
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table

VII

RESPONSES TO DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS BELIEVED
BY TEACHERS TO BE POUND IN ADMINISTRATORS
THEY HAVE HAD

Male

ïfele %

Fe
male

Fe
male %

13

52

22

45

Democratic

k

16

15

31

Capable

5

20

16

33

Sympathetic

5

20

13

27

15

60

18

37

Fairness - impartial

9

36

15

31

Appreciative

7

28

14

29

Efficient

6

2h

21

43

Good speaker

9

36

14

29

Good supervisor

h

16

18

37

11

44

15

31

Check-list item
Cooperative

Friendly

Supported teachers
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The item receiving the next greatest number of re
sponses was "poor speaker".

Following this, the item next

most often responded to was "did not support teachers".
Other undesirable characteristics believed by teachers
to be found in administrators they have had were the qualities
of being "unappreciative", "uncooperative", "unfriendly",
"unfairness - partial", "unsympathetic", "undemocratic", and
"inefficient".
The female teachers responded the greatest number of
times to the check-list item "poor speaker", while the male
teachers responded the greatest number of times to the item
"incapable".
For the complete tabulations of responses received
from the teachers who answered question eight of the inter
view sheet, see Table VIII, on page 30,

For the graphic

illustration of the results for the above question see Figure
4, page 31.
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TABLE VIII
RESPONSES TO UNDESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS BELIEVED
BY TEACHERS TO BE POUND IN ADMINISTRATORS
THEY HAVE HAD

Check-list item

Male

Male %

Fe- Fe
male male %

Uncooperative

6

2h

17

35

Undemocratic

iF

16

15

31

Ih

56

16

33

Unsympathetic

6

2k

14

29

Unfriendly

9

36

12

25

Unfairness - partial

If

16

17

35

Unappreciative

5

20

20

4l

Inefficient

5

20

10

21

Poor speaker

6

24

22

46

10

40

20

41

9

36

17

35

Incapable

Poor supervisor
Did not support teachers
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UndesiraTjle

Desirable

Per cent of total responses
1

1

:-------------- -------------- --------------

1---- 1

--------------

1

-

----- 1

1

1

-------------- -------------- --------------

31.5

1'

■

1 " ' ... ...

47.#

tmcooperative

cooperative

28.7

45.2

unfriendly

friendly

^4.6

36.9

inefficient

efficient

35.6

35.6
did not support teaciiers

supported teacters

28.7

32.8

unfairness - partial

fairness - Impartial

31.5

38.3
poor speaker

good speWcer

41.8

30.1

poor supervisor

good supervisor

41.8

28.7
Incapable

capable

28.7

34,2
unappreciative

appreciative

26.o(

26.0
undemoeratid

d^dcratl c

27.3

24.6

unsynpalPaeti c

sympathetic

PIGUKE 4
COMPAEISGir OP DESIRASLE CHARACTERISTICS TO EE POUHD
* IH ADMIHISTEATORS AHD UHKESIRABEl CHARACTERISTICS
TO ÉB 'POÜHD IH ADKIHI8TRAT0R8
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to attempt to find out
what are some of the factors related to the effectiveness
and happiness of teachers in Park County, Montana.
In order to find out what these factors were, an
interview sheet was developed.

After a number of trials,

an instrument was produced which was used in this study.
The instrument consisted of eight questions containing
check-list items.

These eight questions actually covered

four areas, as follows:
1.

Factors believed by teachers to have contributed

or hindered most in giving their best services in teaching.
2.

Persons believed by teachers to have contributed

or hindered most in giving their best services in teaching.
3.

Factors believed by teachers to have contributed

or hindered most towards happiness.
4.

Desirable and undesirable characteristics of

administrators that these teachers had had.
The findings of this study showed that adequate equip
ment was the factor which contributed most, whereas, inadequate
equipment was also the factor which hindered most.

The persons

who contributed most were other teachers, while administrators
were considered the greatest hinderances.

Personal freedom

in and out of school was considered as having much to do with
the happiness of teachers, and lack of discipline was con—32—
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-33sidered as a factor which created unhappiness.

The cooperative

administrator was found to he most desirable, and the most
undesirable characteristic to be found in administrators was
the quality of being a poor supervisor.
The attempt was made in this study to obtain the
unbiased opinions of the teachers who were interviewed; however,
the reader is urged to use a little caution in assuming that
the results are free from bias.
The study suggests that administrators should be aware
of the fact that they exert a rather strong influence upon
the effectiveness of teachers.
Ho attempt is made to claim that this study is allinclusive; however, certain factors believed by teachers of
Park County to have contributed or hindered their effectiveness
and happiness as teachers have been studied.
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IX
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FORM LETTER

Wilsall, Montana

Dear 'teacher:
A survey is being conducted with the hope of
formulating certain fundamental facts pertaining
to the teaching profession.
The enclosed interview sheet isn’t as for
midable as it appears to be.

It can be answered

in about fifteen minutes, or less.

It would be

greatly appreciated if you would submit your time
to filling out this interview sheet and return it
in the enclosed envelope.
Yours truly,

Paul 0. Aspevig

-37-
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INTERVIM SHEET
Please give your unbiased opinions. All sources of
information will be confidential, Mark an X in the square(s)
you choose and give a brief statement if you wish. Check
only those items which in your opinion have been most signifi
cant,
Male

Female

1, In your experience, what factor(s) do you believe con
tributed most help to you in giving the best service in
teaching?
Comments
n

Equipment

n

Satisfactory salary arrangement

n

Reasonable amount of work ex
pected

n

Given work within interest and
ability

£J

Satisfactory community re
lations

r~! A school system encouraging
good attitude and conduct of
students
r~/ A spirit of democracy through
out the system
r~l I feel secure in my job

n

Favorable classification of
students

-39-
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-402. In your experience, what factor(s) do you believe hindered
most your efforts in teaching?
Comments
r~7 Inadequate equipment

n

Unsatisfactory salary arrange
ment

n

Unreasonable amount of work
expected

_________________________

r~T Given work outside interests
and abilities
n

Unsatisfactory community
relations

r~7 The school system not en
couraging good attitude and
conduct of students
n

An autocratic spirit through
out the system

r~l I do not feel secure in my job

n

Unfavorable classification of
students
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3. In your experience as a teacher, what person(s) do you
believe contributed most to help you.provide the best services?
Comments
/~~7 Administrators

_________________________

Other teachers

r~I Custodian

n

School Bus Driver

n

State Department

r i Members of the Board of
Trustees
r~7 Parents
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4. In your experience as a teacher, what person(s) do you
believe contributed most to prevent you giving the best
service?
Comments
n

Administrators

n

Other teachers

r~I Custodian

f~l School Bus Driver

/~7 State Department

r~7 Members of the Board of
Trustees
n

Parents
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5. What factor(s) do you feel contributed most toward making
your job a happy one?
Comments
n

A feeling of belonging

n

School operated democratically

n

Recognition for work done

m

Personal freedom - in and out
of school

n

Respect and cooperation of
students

r~f Feeling of security

n

Remuneration in keeping with
work done

r~l Faculty cooperation

r~7 Community approval and
appreciation
n

Helping students "grow"
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6.

What factor(s) made you feel unhappy?
Comments

n

"Caste system" in school

n

Efforts not appreciated

____________

f~l Community indifference or
pressure
n

Low salary

n

Autocratic administration

/~7 Lack of space or materials

r~7 Living conditions

n

Grading and promotion policy

r i Not "backed" by the school

/~7 No personal freedom in or out
of school
n

Teaching assignments

r i Lack of faculty cooperation

£ J

Lack of discipline
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7. What desirable characteristics did you find in the admin
istrators you have had?
Comments
r~7 Cooperative

n

Democratic

r~l Capable

f~l Sympathetic

n

Friendly

r~7 Fairness - impartial

n

Appreciative

n

Efficient

/~7 Good Speaker

n

Good supervisor

n

Supported teachers
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â. What undesirable characteristics did you find in the
administrators you have had?
Comments
n

Uncooperative

n

Undemocratic

n

Incapable

n

Unsympathetic

n

Unfriendly

r~J Unfairness - partial

/~7 Unappreciative

n

Inefficient

n

Poor speaker

n

Poor supervisor

n

Did not support teachers
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